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SUMMARY 
The maximum achievable gain-bandwidth for transistor low-pass 
product amplifiers is currently about uT, the frequency at which the 
short circuit current gain in the common-emitter configuration is equal 
to one. As a means of achieving gain-bandwidths greater than u_, it was 
initially proposed to use the tunnel diode as an interstage element between 
common-base transistor stages. To this end, a class of tunnel diode-common-
base transistor combinations was evolved and methods of investigating combin-
ation behavior were developed and validated. The investigation can be 
divided into seven related parts. These are: 
1. Evolution of the class of tunnel diode-common-base transistor 
combinations. 
2. Modeling for the active devices. 
3. Development of theoretical methods to investigate combina-
tion behavior using the digital computer. 
4. Computer studies. 
b. Development of biasing techniques for the combinations. 
6. Experimental verification. 
7. A design example to illustrate combination use. 
For several combinations with either six or seven normalized net-
work variables, it was found that gain-bandwidths as large ar, ten times u, 
are obtainable. The introduction of the tunnel diode as an interstage ele-
ment generates biasing and small signal stability considerations that are 
not present for ordinary interstages. In studying combination behavior, 
xii 
only values of the network variables were allowed that corresponded to 
actual devices and also satisfied stability and biasing requirements. 
The main disadvantage of the class of combinations was found to 
be the biasing requirements. One of the bins sources must have very low 
interna] impedance, be capable of fine voltage adjustments, and exhibit 
good stability with regard to environmental changes and time. The inves-
tigation of other members of the infinite possibilities in the class could 
easily lead to further gain-bandwidth improvements. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In a classical multiple-stage amplifier, the design for an over' 
all frequency response can be made in terms of the pole-zero configura 
tions of the individual stages since the input and output circuits of 
each stage are essentially isolated. The concept of gain-bandwidth is 
very useful and relatively simple to apply to the pentode amplifier. 
The equivalent small signal model for a single stage pentode amplifier 
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Figure 1. Single Stage Pentode Amplifier Equivalent Circuit. 
(GBW) equals g /C , a constant, and thus gain may be easily traded for 
bandwidth and vice versa. The bandwidth limitation in cascaded pentode 
amplifiers is due to the presence of the tube and stray capacitances. 
For an N-stage amplifier, one may define a factor F, the GBW factor. 
F = 
MGBW 
IGBW of s ing le RC in t e r s t age ) " ( 1 . 1 ) 
where 
MGBW = ( o v e r a l l g a i n ) ] ' ( o v e r a l l bandwidth) (1.2) 
i s the mean gain-bandwidth product. Now the gain-bandwidth of a s ingle 
RC inters tage i s given by 
GBWlRC = f (1.3) 
where C = C + C , and C 1 is the capacitance in the output due to the 
o ' 
input of the next stage plus stray capacitance. The constancy and the 
form of the denominator of F normalizes the expression with respect to 
the tube parameters. This normalization allows one to easily compare 
various broadbanding techniques. 
In a multiple-stage pentode amplifier, the stages are isolated and 
the only limitations on the frequency response are due to the input and 
output capacitances of each stage. This greatly simplifies the problem of 
finding the maximum value of F which can be obtained using one-port or 
two-port interstage networks. Bode has shown that, for the optimum low-
pass one-port network, F - 2 and that, for the optimum two-port low-
rna x 
2 
pass network, F = 4.94. Hanson has shown that, for the optimum two-r ' max ' K 
port bandpass interstaqe network, F * 5.06. r K ' max 
In a transistor amplifier the input and output circuits of any 
stage arc? not isolated and thus analysis and design of the overall respons' 
must include the effects of interaction between stages. Although analysis 
is more complicated, the procedure is simple and direct. The main diffi-
culty is in the development of design procedures. A design for an overall 
response may require a cut and try procedure involving complicated expres 
si ons wi th tedi ous < oniputa t \ on. 
For a single-stage common-emitter transistor circuit, with a 
resistive load the small signal equivalent model is that shown In Figure 
2, Her.-
1 + RLCobu>T 
r ' U>T e T 
1.4 
0 
b b V 
-AA/V—« 
< B r' 







Figure 2. Small Signal Equivalent Circuit of Single Stage 
Transistor Amplifier with Resistive Load. 
where C is the capacitance measured between the collector and base 
OD 
with the emitter an open circuit to small signals. Routine analysis of 
3 
this circuit yields the following results: 
GBW = 
T s 
{!"+ RTC ,uT)(R + r , T L ob T s b 
(1.5) 
•B R o s 
A i ( o ) * i ~ R -
1 s b o e 
(1.6) 
LJ 
Uf(R + r ' + B r ' ) ft s b o e 
> " ( l V~R. C UUT5TR + r, ') L ob I s D 
(1.7) 
where ,,w i s the frequency a t which | h f | = 1 and uR i s the f r e -**T fe 
quency at which |hf \ ~ — - . For R = R equation (1.8) gives the 
A/2 L S 
optimum value for Rr which maximizes the GBW. 
optimum ob^T 
(1.8) 
A plot of GBW, normalized with respect to cjj, versus y „, normalized 
with respect to u P, has the form shown in Figure 3. With the above nor-
P 
malization the shape of the curve is more dependent on the load, or inter-











Figure 3. Normalized GBW of a Single Stage Transistor 
Amplifier with Resistive Load. 
5 
It is seen that, even for the simple stage with resistive load, GBW 
is nol constant bur is a function of the bandwidth of the stage. Thus 
there is no simple way to trade gain for bandwidth and in fact the GBW 
deteriorates greatly for either small or large bandwidths. 
It is not useful therefore to define F for multiple-stage transis-
tor amplifiers since neither the numerator, for a given broadbanding scheme, 
nor the denominator are constants. In an attempt to overcome this limita-
tion, it is sometimes convenient to give a figure of merit, f , for the 
ma x 
transistor which is the maximum frequency at which the device can be made 
to oscillate. 
Since there are interaction effects and the limitations on fre-
quency response are due to complex impedances and not simple capacitances, 
it is virtually impossible to derive the maximum possible GBW and the pole-
zero configurations of the optimum interstages. Under certain restricted 
conditions one may use the resistance integral theorem together with net-
4 
work realizability requirements to derive the following approximate expres-
sion for maximum GBW. 
GBW = 2e"n — ~ - = 2e"n T~T^? " 0-9) 
max r • C. 1 + R. C ,w_ e i L ob T 
The parameter n is greater than zero and is a function of 8 , r r # C. , 
i~ s ' o e ' i' 
and u ,, ; it is always chosen to maximize A.(0) while meeting necessary 
network realizability requirements. The necessary conditions for the 
derivation are the following: (l) Transistor behavior may be characterized 
by the unilateral model with Miller effect capacitance as shown in Figure 
2. (2) r,' in the model equals zero. (3) The interstage network is 
6 
restricted to one-port networks. 
Equation (1.9) is approximate and generally not very useful since 
the conditions used to derive it are unrealizable. That is, r ' is not 
equal to zero and has a dominant effect on the frequency response in a 
broadband amplifier. The input is also not a simple RC parallel network 
because the load is not a simple resistance but a complex impedance. 
To compare various broadbanding methods for transistor amplifiers, 
a curve of GBW normalized with respect to u- is usually plotted versus 
u„„ normalized with respect to uR for an interior stage of an ampli-
fier using the particular method of broadbanding. The calculation of GBW 
is made using the simplified unilateral hybrid-pi model with Miller effect 
capacitance. The comparison of the various broadbanding techniques is 
then made using a family of normalized curves where each curve is asso-
ciated with a particular technique. A typical plot is shown in Figure 4. 
Ai(o)u3db 
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Figure 4. Comparison of Broadbanding Techniques 
for Transistor Amplifiers. 
I i om Figure 4 it is apparenl that curves c and d are muc.*. better 
than ^ and b and that d is best for )arge oannwidths. SeveraJ very 
'• (Tipor >..•: •. io;.,:;.('!, i s, nowevt-r, must be made afro r, trie use of such so: /es. 
First, making use of the unilateral model is subject to considerable crit-
ioism. The unilateral model is derived assuming that the lose irrpeaance 
is a resistance, when in fact it is normally a complex impedance. The 
validity of using this approximation is very dependent upon the particular 
broadband!ng technique. Second, tnese curves are not completely normalized 
curves. One assumes a set of typical values for f^, B , r ' C , , r ' 
1r i ' r o o ob7 e 
, r i.
1 u'3db u'3db __ ,. rc 
and plots a curve or versus . ± r one assumes a different 
"r °p 
set of values the second curve wil] not have the exact shape as tne first 
end may be somewhat different from the first curve. Although a family of 
curves for various broadbanding techniques is usually given as if it is a 
truly normalized and thus general plot, it is seen tnat the comparison is 
good only for particular sets of parameter values. To make general com-
parisons, one needs a set of families of normalized curves, each family of 
curves allowing a comparison of broadband lag techniques to bo maae for a 
given set of parameters. From a consideration of all the plots one could 
ake judgements about which technique is best or most applications and 
hich is best for a particular set of values. Fox example, consider the 
family of curves in Figure 4. If one reduces some parameter like C . by 
a factor of three, one would probably expect methods c and d sti.1 J i ) 
be m u m better tnan a_ arid b but now might be better than d due 
to the parameter change. 




hybrid-pi model without excess phase shift is an approximation of the more 
exact ten-element model with the excess phase shift term. For large band-
widths the simpler model can introduce appreciable error. If one is using 
a feedback broadbanding technique, excess phase shift may cause instability. 
Although it is difficult to compare broadband transistor amplifiers 
on GBW in general, this is not to imply that transistor amplifiers are 
incapable of as large a GBW as classical pentode amplifiers. In fact, 
f , the highest frequency at which the device can be used as an active max' 3 - 1 / 
two port, is much higher for transistors than pentodes and thus the GBW of 
transistor amplifiers can be much larger. 
It can be seen from Figure 4 that the maximum GBW achievable with 
current transistor broadbanding techniques is about u-. Yet, the need 
often arises, as in digital test equipment, for amplifiers with MGBW 
greater than u_. In digital circuits, signal delays approach the nano-
second and sub-nanosecond region. Spacecraft landing systems with 
extremely small distance resolution will require amplifiers with MGBW 
greater than Up of the current transistors available. Too, there are 
research areas, such as oceanography, where amplifiers are used with such 
large bandwidths that only distributed amplification techniques can be 
used at the present time. From these examples it is seen that the devel-
opment of transistor configurations having a MGBW greater than OK- would 
be highly desirable. 
As a means of achieving MGBW's greater than Ujt it was decided 
to investigate a class of tunnel diode-common-base transistor combinations. 
Particular emphasis was placed on the gain, bandwidth, gain-bandwidth, and 
stability criteria for each configuration. 
Tunnel diodes can be used as negative impedances over very wide 
bandwidths and are capable of low noise operation. The main disadvantage 
of tunnel diodes is the biasing and small signal stability problem. 
•• V 
Figure 5. Tunnel Diode Volt-ampere Curve. 
From Figure 5 it is obvious that the tunnel diode can be stably biased 
by a voltage source but not by a current source. The optimum point in 
the negative resistance region usually corresponds to a voltage across 
the device of 80 to 180 millivolts. Because of this, biasing a tunnel 
diode is usually difficult in the sense of, first, achieving a stable bias 
point and, secondly, achieving that point without adversely affecting the 
desired small signal response of the tunnel diode circuit. 
The tunnel diode can be used in a low-pass amplifier in the simple 
series and parallel configurations as shown in Figure 6. The problem with 
these configurations is that if one stage does not provide sufficient gain 
there is no simple way to cascade stages. There can also be problems due 
to the dc voltage across R.. 
10 






Figure 6. Simple Tunnel Diode Low-pass Amplifiers. 
Attempts toward realizing multiple stage low-pass tunnel diode 
amplifiers have been directed towards either transmission or distributed 
amplifiers. ' Such configurations have been impractical since they require 
exact vaLues of the parameters for the different tunnel diodes and neglect 
the realization of the bias circuits which usually introduce many prac-
tical circuit limitations. 
The common-base transistor configuration has an hu, current tran; 
fer function that is dominated by a pole at u , the pole value for the 
dependent current generator in Figure 7. Now u * (l + m)uT = (l + m) 
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Figure 7. Small Signal Model for T r a n s i s t o r . 
11 
is seen that the dominant pole for the common-base current transfer is 
at least p times that for a common-emitter stage. Also, sine'-- normally 
o 
. 6 <_ m <_ 1 for a drift transistor, the dominant pole can be as ûe'r. as 
2fJ times the common-emitter dominant pole for a drift transistor common 
base stage. 
Since the output impedance of a common-base stage is high and the 
input impedance is very low, some of the extrinsic elements, such as header 
capacitances, etc. can be more easily neglected in the common-base model 
than in the common-emitter model. The main disadvantage of the common-base 
stage is that, since the magnitude of the current gain is always less than 
one, one cannot achieve an overall voltage or current gain greater than 
one from an amplifier with cascaded common-base stages without using impe-
dance transforming devices between stages. For a wideband amplifier the 
impedance converters must be very wideband, and standard converters such 
as transformers are unsatisfactory in that respect. As a solution to this 
problem, it was decided to use the tunnel diode as a very wideband impe-
dance transforming device between common-base stages. This can be achieved 
by various series and parallel combinations of tunnel diodes and common-
base transistor stages along with passive networks. Since both the 
poles of the tunnel diode impedance, and the pole on the current transfer 
function of the common-base stage occur at very high frequencies, it is 
reasonable to assume that such configurations are capable of providing 
very large gain-bandwidths as well as large bandwidths. 
CHAPTER II 
THE FORM OF THE TUNNEL DIODE-COMMON-BASE TRANSISTOR 
COMBINATIONS AND MODELING FOR THE ACTIVE ELEMENTS 
The evolution of the form of the combinations can be illustrated 
with Figure 8. Assume that at low frequencies, the tunnel diode is to be 








Figure 8. Tunnel Diode and Resistor Combinations to 
Provide Current Gain from i. to i.,. . 
J j+1 
i.., flowing in a resistor R,. The current source i. represents the small 
J+l 1 J 
signal output circuit of a common-base stage at low frequency. The zesistor 
S, represents the low frequency small signal input impedance of a common-
base stage. There are two ways of achieving the desired current gain. One 
:l ;•> to place the tunnel diode in series with the common-base input as shown 
in the left half of Figure 8. The low frequency model for the tunnel diod^ 
biased in the negative resistance region is the resistor, -R. For this 
series combination along with R„ and R_ it is found 
_J±i = 3_ _ (2 i} 
i . Rx + R2 + R3 - R 
For fixed R. and R it is seen that the current gain can be made to 
assume any value by the proper choice of R and R . 
The tunnel diode can also be placed in parallel with the common 
base input as shown in the right half of Figure 8. For the parallel 
combination which includes R and R it is found 
_JL±i « 3 (2.2) 
i. R 1 + R 2 + R 3 - R 
For fixed R1 and R, it is again seen that the current gain can be made to 
assume any value by the proper choice of R~ and R . For wide bandwidths, 
the common base input and output and the tunnel diode have much more com-
plex models. The resistors R- and R may be part of more complex networks. 
From a consideration of the requirements for low frequency current 
gain between common-base stages using the tunnel diode as an interstage 
element, bandwidth enhancement by the use of certain compensating networks, 
and sample calculations for a large number of tunnel diode-common-base 
combinations; the form of the combinations evolved to that given in Figure 9. 
Since the tunnel diode can provide current gain by being basically either 
in series or in parallel with the common base input, two forms of the 
combinations are given. The combination form given in the left half of 
Figure 9 is designated series since the tunnel diode along with associated 
N. is basically in series with the common base input. The combination 
form given in the right half of Figure 9 is designated parallel since the 
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para I le I 
eral Form of the Series and Parallel Combinations. 
sing Networks Omitted. Transistors Can Be 
or PNP for Either Combination. 
common base input. 
The networks N. are restricted to be RC one ports. The restric-
i 
tion to resistances and capacitances is due to the non-ideal behavior of 
actual inductors in wide bandwidth applications. Due to the nature of the 
transistor and tunnel diode models, the one port restriction allows one to 
combine various external and model elements into one element to reduce the 
number of variables for any given configuration. Since the simplest cases 
of the class of combinations have a relatively large number of variables 
and the amount of information to study a given configuration is a product 
function of the number of independent variables, this restriction is most 
useful. 
Before any combination can be investigated, adequate models for the 
transistor in a common-base mode of operation and the tunnel diode must be 
derived. The modeling requirements are more stringent than normal in that 
the introduction of the tunnel diode as an interstage element between 
common-base stages creates stability problems that are non-existent for 
passive interstages. 
The small signal model given in Figure 10 for the tunnel diode in 
the negative resistance region has been used from low frequenr-. up through 







c >. -R 
Figure 10. Equivalent Circuit for the Tunnel Diode. 
resistance, C the junction capacitance, and r is the sum of the bulk 
resistance of the material and any lead contact resistance. L is the 
7 s 
lead inductance and C the stray capacitance across the diode terminals. 
Since this model has been shown to be accurate over a wide range of fre-
quencies, the remaining question is what simplifications can be made on 
the model in terms of the element values for currently available devices. 
In Table 1 average or maximum values for the elements of the model 
of Figure 10 are given for tunnel diodes representing four different typ*?s 
of diode packages. Although the restrictions on the use of a given simpli-
fied model can be presented in a normalized fashion, the following ques-
tion must now be considered. For what absolute range of frequencies are 
the modeling and methods of analysis to be valid? If the required condi-
tions for the use of a simplified model are not met by actual devices in 
the desired frequency range, it would be imprudent to use the simplified 
16 
Table 1. Model Element Values for Four Differently 


















4 12 62.5 TO-18 package; general 
purpose use. 
0.5 8 53 miniature axial package; 
general purpose use. 
1.5 .8 60 subminiature epoxy package; 
high speed logic and pulse 
circuits. 
0.1 .5 70 high performance microwave 
pill package. 
model. The frequency range of interest is from dc up to frequencies 
where discrete element models are no longer valid. This upper frequency 
limit is largely a function of how small the circuit can be made and is 
about one to two GHz. for current technology. 







(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 11. Set of Tunnel Diode Small Signal Models. 
For the set of models in Figure 11, a computer program was used 
to compare the magnitudes and phases of the model impedances given the 
...,,.. .. < 




typical element values for many different tunnel diodes. For the frequency 
range oi' interest, it was found that there exist many tunnel diodes for 
which the simplified models (c) and (d) are quite adequate for frequencies 
up to 2/RC. Tunnel diodes i r. the TO-18 package are to be avoided since 
the above simplifications cannot be made for the majority of such diodes 
and theie are other types of diode packages covering the same frequency 
range. In selecting a tunnel diode with a given R and C, one should 
choose the tunnel diode that has the smallest C and L consistent with 
s s 
other criteria such as cost, etc. An inexact way to estimate the suffi-
ciency of models (c) and (d) for a given diode is to compare the magnitudes 
p 
]/C u and L w with at the highest frequency of interest, 
s s j — 
y\ + (Rcu>r 
R J 
u . If I-D < < — < < TT~— then model (c) should be adequate 
a a / — L u 
V I +(RO,i ) 
a 
and if also r < < R then model (d) should be adequate. A more exact 
method would be the computer method previously discussed. It will be assumed 
Ln the following computer studies of various series and parallel combina-
tions that modfjl (c) or (d) is adequate for the tunnel diode for frequencies 
up to 2/RC. Such an assumption greatly aids in the reduction of the number 
of independent variables. 
Basic modeling, model transformations, and simplifications for the 
transistor have been primarily in terms of common-emitter use up to some 
fraction of u>T. The most common used model is the seven element hybrid-pi 
model given in Figure 12 which has been shown to conform fairly closely to V + \ 
measured behavior for f < TT-TZ——FT = f . Changing C to C , in the 
~ ĵTT V C + U ) 3 U. OD 
It |X 
model, where C , = (C + C , ), for a transistor with relatively small r ' J ob [i cb ' 7 b 
c> W V " 
V 1)re'5 
Figure 12. Seven Element Hybrid-pi Model 
for T r a n s i s t o r . 
Oc 
will increase somewhat its frequency range of use. The frequency f~ at 
which |h, | s 1, is normally at least five times f . For the transistor 
r© a 
in a common-base mode of operation modeling for wideband operation should 
be accurate up to f , the pole frequency of the dependent current source 
in Figure 7. Since f ~ (l + m)f_ where .2 < m < 1, it is seen that 
common-base models must be accurate over a much wider frequency range than 
their common-emitter counterparts. Because of the interest in achieving 
large amplifier bandwidths the transistor modeling in the common-base mode 
must also be good enough so that the previously mentioned stability prob-
lem may be accurately investigated. Excess phase shift, which has usually 
been neglected in the common-emitter models, must be included in the rela-
tively wider bandwidth common-base models. Finally, model simplification 
in the common-base mode with regard to neglecting extrinsic elements can be 
expected to be somewhat different in that the intrinsic model impedance 
levels are different while the bandwidth of interest is larger. 
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For the reasons cited above it was decided to validate a common-
base model for use up to u and then effect some simplification on the 
model. For the transistor the model in Figure 13 can be derived from the 
physics of the device. Preliminary considerations in terms of inequalities 
b 6 
Fiqure 13. Small Signal Transistor Model u < u , 
- a 
derived from the physics showed that for a large class of transistors the 
slightly simplified model in Figure 14 should be accurate. To investigate 
the accuracy of the model in Figure 14 for u < u and hopefully make some 
simplifications the following study was conducted. 
Due to the nature of the model it was decided to solve for the form 
of the h parameters and compare the theoretical variation of each h param-
eter with frequency to the measured variation for a set of actual devices. 
The measured data consisted of common-base y parameter measurements from dc 
to one gigahertz for several samples of both the 2N2415 and 2N918 type of 
transistor. For both of these f is around one GHz. These measured data 
a 
were graciously provided by Texas Instruments Incorporated, Common-emitter 
y-parameter measured data over the same frequency range were available for 
several devices. Due to the presence of a fourth lead which is grounded 
according to the mode of operation, however, the common-emitter y-parameters 















1 + cb 
6b 
Figure 14. Slightly Simplified Transistor Model w < u. . 
ments were requested. From the measured y-data the experimental values for 
each h-parameter were calculated. 
-J 
To calculate the form of h, -, from the model in Figure 13, e 
u b 
was approximated by the first two terms of its series expansion. From 
Table 2 it is seen that the approximation is fairly accurate to about 
mu 
.6 — . For a diffusion transistor m = 0.2 and for a drift transistor a 
m 
typical value of m would be about 0.6. Thus the (l - j -—) approximation 
Da 
can be used for u < D > the original frequency limit on the model. 
Table 2. Comparison of Magnitude and Phase of _ . mui 
u 
and u - J —~ ) 
u. 
Frequency Mag. 
- -i 2H 
Mag. 
1 " J mu 
Angle-degrees Angle-degrees 
. mw 
, . mu 
1 - 3 7T 
.1 u /m 
a' 
.2 u /m 
.5 (,,̂/m 
.6 <j /m a 
















For a large number of high frequency transistors it is found from 
the manufacturers' data sheets that ™T7r~ > > u . If this condition is 
b c 
assumed, then the h n expression is simplified and can be realized as 
b 
a passive network. For the above reasons this inequality was used in the 
h parameter derivations. Its use also allowed simplifications in the form 
of the other three h-parameters. 
Using these approximations one finds by routine analysis that 
11, 
r '+ (1 -a )r '+ (l +a m)r 'C r 's e o b o ' e e r 
1 + r ' C s e e 
1 
(C , + C )s 
eb ce' 
(2.3) 
The equivalent network for such a function is given in Figure 15. 
'u 
Ceb + C ce 
°0 ( 1 + m ) rb- re' 
re + 0 " V rb 
«o0 + m)r^r e' 
43 
Figure 15. Network for Theoretical h . . 
llb 
For many transistors the element values in the above network will be such 
that one is able to neglect C , + C in the range 0 < u < u . For the 
© D C © "*" 3 
2N2415 and 2N918 consideration of the data sheets indicate such an approxi-
mation should be valid. 
If the equivalent circuit derived really corresponds to actual 
transistor behavior and if C , + C can be neglected in the desired fre-
eb ce 
quency range, then one can add the real and imaginary parts of a parallel 
RC impedance to the actual values of h such that the real part of the 
1 b 
series combination of the two impedances is constar.t and the imaginary part 
is zero over the given frequency range. This is illustrated in Figure 16. 
Assumed Model I 
i l 
1 11_ Measured 
eo eq. 
For proper 
vol ues of R( 
and C a if 
model is 
correct. 
Figure 16. Illustration of Network Properties Used to 
Compare Experimental and Theoretical h . 
Xib 
The validity of the model for h.. was verified analytically using 
ilb 
a computer program. For a set of values of R and C , the real and 
a a 
imaginary parts of the series combination of the RC network and the measured 
h.. for a given transistor were evaluated for a set of discrete frequencies. 
lib 
By varying R and C it was ascertained that, there existed values of 
a a 
R and C for each transistor such that the combined series impedance 
a a 
was approximately a resistance for (,, less than one GHz. for both the 2N2415 
and the 2N918 transistors. The results for the best value of R and C 
a a 
for one of the 2N2415 transistors are given in Figure 17. Considering the 
accuracy of high frequency measured y-parameters and the fact that only dis-
crete values of R and C were used, the correspondence between the pre-
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Again assuming —rrr- > u and E ~ 1 - j ;— i t is found by 
^ ^ r 'C a H, 
b e a 






 2 - 5 (2 ,4 ) 
1 + (VCe+£re' + ( l - n o ) r b ' ] C T ' s + ( l + nom ) re' V W 
wnere 
CT = C , + C ( 2 . 5 ) 
T eb ce 
If 
1 » | [ r e ' + (1 - « 0 ) r b
t ]C T u a + j ( l +a o m)r b
l C T u | ( 2 . 6 ) 




h = - 2 (2.7) 
1 + c r 
a 
The above inequality is dependent upon C and In essence states that if 
CL. is small enough then equation (2.7) is valid for h_. . The following 
values for C, and C have been given for the transistor in the commonly 
7 
used TO-5 and TO-18 cans. For a transistor in the TO-5 can C , ~ 0.3 pF 
eb K 
and C ~ 0.6 pF. For the TO-18 package C u ~ 0.05 pF and Cce * 0.75 pF. ce r ' eb K K 
Thus C_ approximately equals 0.85 pF for both types of package. Substi-
tution of typical values in the inequality indicates that often equation 
2D 
(2.7) can be used but that the inequality begins to fail as f approaches 
one GHz. It should be noted, however, that in order to use lumped element 
theory for an amplifier with a bandwidth approaching one GHz. that hybrid 
construction techniques would probably be required. The transistor chip 
would be bonded directly to the rest of the circuit without encapsulation. 
Thus C_ would be greatly reduced. 
The correspondence between equation (2.7) and measured ru, for the 
2N2415 and 2N918 transistors was found to be adequate. The main diffi-
1̂ ,1 
culty encountered was that Itu.! = 
r ' 21' | y 
21 
11 
1 for frequencies much less than 
the D break frequency. Since the experimental |h«,! was found by the 
division of two nearly equal magnitudes, measurement inaccuracy can ~ause 
|h01| to vary above and below a at the lower frequencies. This is 
Zl O 
illustrated in Figure 18. 
A experimental 
eq. (2.7) 
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 megahertz 
Figure 18. Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical 
|h0 | for a 2N2415 Transistor. 
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I'o calculate h the simplified model in Figure 19 is used, in 
that the feedback current through C is primarily determined by its own 
ce 











C i i en eta / Z 
Ob 
Figure 19. Simplified Model for h and h Q 9 Calculation. 
(l-a)C u s + (1 +a m)C s 
o ce a o ce 
s + M 
2i 
+ si 
[~(l -a )C G) s + (1 +a rn)C s2" 
I o ce a o ce 
2.8; 
s + 
+ sC + g ' 
c 3b 
The expression can be simplified by consideration of the term in brackets. 
For u < (l - n )UJ the expression in brackets is approximately (i -a )C 
- o a K r o r . 
and equation (2.8) becomes 
o ce 
h, 
[1 - a )C + C ]s L o ce c 
1 [ (J +a )C + C ]s + qt ' 
o ce c. b̂ 
(2.9) 
Now t; and C usually "have values ot about the same order of maonitude 
so that C » (l - n )C . Equation (2.9) then becomes 
< o ce 
C s 
(2.10) 
12 C s + q ' 
c b 
and assuming ',"^-~ >> u t n i s becomes r, C a 
b c 
h 1 0 « r, 'C s ( 2 . 1 1 ) 
12 b e 
Thus it is seen that for frequencies much less than w the term in 
brackets in equation (2.8) can be completely neglected and h.~ assumes a 
very simple form. Although this term increases with frequency, it should 
be verified whether the increase is slow enough so that the simplified expres< 
si on of equation (2.11) can be used for u < u * A typical plot of experi-
mental h is shown in Figure 20. It is seen that the magnitude is approxi-
mately a linear function of frequency as predicted by equation (2.11) and 
that the phase is near the ninety degree value predicted by equation (2.11). 
Due to the small size of h. experimental discrepancy is easily caused by 
measurement error. The correspondence between equation (2.11) and measured 
values of h.^ is considered adequate for the set of transistors investi-
gated. 
To calculate h^„ the model in Figure 19 is aqain used. Standard 
22 
analysis techniques yield 
(A + sC )g • 
h 2 2 s JT+ g ' ; sC + C c b S ( 2 ' i 2 ) 
y b c 
where 
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hertz x 10 8 
R q u r e 20. Comparison of I-xperimentai h y and Equation (2.1] ) 
for a 2N24.15 T r a n s i s t o r . 
(1 - o )C u s + (1 + n m)C s' o' ce a o ce 
A — ' • . 
s + CJ 
(2.13) 
is the same term appearinq in brackets in the h expressions. As pre-
viously discussed, A can be neglected at the lower frequencies. Equation 
(2.12) then reduces to 
hoo ~ Tl 
9 J C s ^b c 
+ C . s 22 g '+ C s cb 
^b c 
2.14 
Again assuming - ,r » u equation (2.14) becomes 
b "c 
h 2 2 * ( C c + C c b ) s 2.15 
A typical plot of h ^ is given in Figure 21. It is seen that the imaginary 








experimental imaginary & 
experimental real 
hertz x 10 
Fi g u r e 2.1 . Measured \\ for a 2N241-) T r a n s i s t o r . 
There is, however, a smal] real part. In terms of typical admit-
tances that wouJd be in parallel with ru in a circuit it was ascertained 
that the expression given by equation (2.15) for h _ should be adequate, 
It should be noted that the real part is probably caused by the collector 
bulk resistance, r , of Figure 13. If this real part is significant 
cs 
then r must be included in the model. 
cs 
E3y comparison of experimental data with theoretical expressions 
incorporating various simplifications it is seen that the model given in 
Figure 14 should be adequate for u < u . The model in h-parameter form 
- a 
is given in Figure 22 for the inequalities listed. This form of the model 
will be seen to be of significant value. 
O 
re , + 0 - a 0 ) r b ' 
a^ (1 ' m) r, ' - r ' 
0 b e< 
'C se . n L. e „ 
b c 2 
- ^ ->>o> 1> 
b"-c 
. mu 
- I is— 
V a \ 
1 + j w/tJ 
a 0 (1 + m ) r b " re' 
-o' 
C c b + C c 
— — T 
Ob 
, re' + (' - a 0 ) rb' 1 CT6'a + i ' ] + a0m> rb'CTw 




CHAPTER I I I 
THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF TUNNEL 
DIODE-COMMON-BASE TRANSISTOR COMBINATION BEHAVIOR 
A method for theoretically investigating the class of combinations 
delineated in Chapter II will now be presented. For any combination one 
can predict what values of normalized bandwidth and gain-bandwidth are 
possible and the variance of these with the independent variables. Sta-
bility is also predicted. The ranges of the independent variables are 
restricted in order to meet biasing requirements and stability considera-
tions. 
Model Choice, Simplification, and Unilateralization 
For the tunnel diode, the simplified models (c) and (d) in Figure 1 
2 
were found to be accurate to about :rx for a large class of tunnel diodes. 
K̂ > 
These models are repeated in Figure 23. It will be assumed in the theoret 
investigation that the tunnel diode will be chosen such that model (c) or 
Figure 23. Simplified Tunnel Diode Small Signal Models. 
32 
(d) can be used for the tunnel diode. 
Comparison of experimental and theoretical h-parameter behavior in 
Chapter II indicated that the model given in Figure 14 should be adequate 
for the transistor. For convenience this model is repeated in Figure 24. 
















Fiqure 24. Common-base Transistor Model u < u • 
~ a 
device, one is normally forced to unilateraiize the device model. The 
feedback is a function of the load impedance which can assume many forms. 
To estimate the circuit behavior for any load, it is standard procedure 
to either omit the feedback elements in the model, assume the load has a 
constant form, or derive a unilateral model incorporating the effects of 
feedback for the form of the load at low frequencies. The first method is 
illustrated in Figure 25. For the common-emitter-common-base combination 
shown, the form and element values of the small signal models are such 
that the effects of feedback through the combination can be neglected. 
One uses a unilateral model for the combination. 
The second method is illustrated in Figure 26. The effect of the 
Input C 
C and C large. The impedance of 
c e 
both may be considered a short cir-
cuit at moderate frequencies. 
Figure 25. Common-emitter-common-base Transistor Combination. 
resistive shunt feedback is to greatly reduce the input impedance of each 
stage. Although this impedance is a complex function of frequency, it is 
small enough in comparison to the impedance of the parallel combination of 
R and C that the load is considered to be this combination. The analysis 
for the gain equations of an interior stage is thereby greatly simplified. 
The third method is illustrated in Figure 27. For common-emitter 
stages a Miller effect model is formed by consioering what resistive value 
the load assumes as w — ^ - 0 . Coupling capacitors and emitter bypass 






C. -C + f 1 +g Z, C, 
U) = 
Figure 27. Unilateral Hybrid-n: Model for Transistor. 
model is then used to study the particular broadbanding technique. This is 
the most commonly used method and several limitations on its accuracy have 
already been discussed in Chapter I. To derive general gain equations, how-
ever, one is forced to use method three if methods one or two do not apply. 
For the model in Figure 24, it is seen that C and r ' provide 
^ r ce b ' 
feedback from the output to the input terminals. The model in this form does 
not easily allow conversion to an approximate unilateral model. In Figure 
28 it is seen that unbypassed emitter resistance in a common-emitter stage 
can be absorbed into the h-it model without any loss of frequency range. 
This is accomplished by finding the norma 1-TC mocel for tne circuit in dashed 
C small 
k-v-
1 f g R am e 
No loss of original frequency range 
Figure 28. Absorption of Unbypassed Emit ter Res i s tance in to h-it Model. 
lines. The large similarity between the circuit in the dashed lines and 
the model in Figure 24, when C, , C , and C , are neglected, would 
' be' ce' cb ' 
tend to imply that such a procedure would be useful for this model. The 
model is redrawn in Figure 29 to illustrate this similarity. The only dif-
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Figure 29. Common-base Model Redrawn to Illustrate Similarity 
with Part of Figure 28. 
analysis, however, are disappointing. The parameter r. ' cannot be absorbed 
into a unilateral form unless the model frequency range is greatly reduced. 
After the application of other such trar.sformations, it was ascer-
tained that a unilateral model could be most easily obtained from the model 
in h-parameter form. This model was given in Figure 22 and required r.hat 
the transistor parameters meet two inequalities. These inequalities were 
imposed to avoid undue complexity in the model and to make the model have 
a realizable network form. Since a large class of transistors meet these 
conditions, it will be assumed in the theoretical studies that the transis-
tor parameters satisfy these inequalities. 
In Figure 30 the h model is given with a load Z . If an approximate 
equivalent passive circuit can be derived for r.'C se0, the modpl will bp 
0 C Zy 
c e. 
V + (1 - a0)rb' 
Figure 30. Common-base h Model with Load Z. . 
unilateralized. This is done by application of method three previously 
discussed. As u> approaches zero, Z. approaches some resistive value R 







1 + s/w 
(3.1) 
The equivalent impedance Z which is reflected into the input equals 
r ' C s e 0 
b c 2 , . . . . 
« — . __ a n c j for t h i s c a se 
ms 
a Rr ' C SH 
o b c 
e ^ i + s / w 
(3 .2) 
The right side of equation (3.2) is not realizable as a passive network. 
Since the expression is exact only at the lower frequencies, the equation 
is simplified by omitting the excess phase shift term. Now 
n Rr,'C s 
a o • b c 
sq ~ I + s/u (3.3) 
which has the equivalent network shown in Figure 31. 
r'C se„ 
b c z aA'Cw 0KrbLcWa< 
°0RrbCc 
Figure 31. Approximate Equivalent Network for h „e . 
The time constant of this parallel RL combination is 1/y , which is 
the same as the parallel combination in the equivalent circuit for h, . 
Thus the unilateral h model assumes the form of Figure 32, where the 
transistor conditions for validity are restated. This model will be used 
for the transistor in the theoretical investigation of the class of combin-
ations. This model has acceptable accuracy for the following reasons: 
First, only those transistors are being considered for which —rx~ » u> . 
"\ L a 
b c 
The magnitude of h.„ approximately equals r ' C w so that at o , the 
upper frequency limit on the model, l^ini ~ ru' c ^ << !• Second, unilater-
al ization for the common-base mode should cause less error than for the 
common-emitter mode. The effect of h,9 for a two-port network is to pro-
duce an input current change if the source impedance is finite. The input 
current change, AI, appears in the output multiplied by hf for a common-
Emitter stage and by hf, for a common-base stage. The large difference 
in the magnitudes of h, and hf, over most of the frequency range indi-
cates that feedback can be more easily neglected for a common-base stage foi 
AI'S of the same order of magnitudes. For typical values of source impedance 
h. for each configuration, the al's are usually of the same 
magnitude. 
e o O C 
oo 
r~̂ —' 
R, = r ' + (1 - a ) r ' R_ = n t 1 + m) r , ' + a R, r, ' C w - r ' 
1 e o b 2 o b O L b c d e 
a (1 + m)r ' - r ' 
T o b e ~ , ,_ 
L = — — + a R. r, ' u 
<,) o L b c 
CL = C , + C T eh ce 
R, = Z 
L u * - 0 
C o n d i t i o n s 
r ~'C ' y > % 
b c 
1 > [ r ' + (1 - a ) r . ' ] C T l J e o b J T a 
+ j ( 1 + n m)r b
f C^i 
u ^ L\ 
Figure 32. Unilateral h Model for Common-base Transistor 
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Gain Equations of a Combination 
Now that unilateral models are available for the active devices, 
gain equations can be written for any particular configuration. The gain 
equations for a particular parallel and series combination will be given 
to illustrate the procedure. In Figure 33 the circuit and small signal 
network for a series combination is shown. This is the simplest possible 
series combination and yet there are nine independent network variables. 
These are R3, C3, -R, C, R^ , R^ L, m, and aQ (note w =
 Ro/L) 
Model (c) of Figure 23 is used for the tunnel diode since r can be added 
s 
to r ' + ( l - n_)r. ' of the u n i l a t e r a l model. I t i s seen from Figure 33 
oQe 
•t s / u 
R3 R3 ' || Rdc C3 C 3 ' + C o b 
1 ' s /u 
Ri V V ' C - 0 >
r b ' r ^ R . s 1 
Figure 33. Circuit and Small Signal Network 
for a Series Combination. 
that the total current or voltage gain of an N-stage amplifier can be 
expressed in terms of the current gains i /i.. It is found by standard 
analysis that 
ms 
bn . ui t ^ -_ (3.4) 
" j a + bs + cs " + d s 
where 
k = a R0 ( 3 . 5 ) 
o o 
a = R • + R - R ( 3 . 6 ) 
X O 
b = (Rx
f - R)R 3 C 3 + (Rx'+ P - 2 + R 3 - R ) r ~ ( 3 . 7 ) 
- 0Y+ R3)RC 
c = [ ( R x ' + R 2 - R ) ~ - R 1 ' R C ] R 3 C 3 ( 3 . 8 ) 
" ( R 1 , + R 2 + R 3 ) R R ™ C 
d = - (R l «+ R2) RR3 ^ - C C 3 ( 3 . 9 , 
e = - RC ( 3 . 1 0 ) 
In Figure 34 the circuit and small signal network for a parallel 
combination is given. This is the simplest, possible parallel combination 
with the exception of letting C = 0. Model (d) is used for the tunnel 
diode since the use of model (c) would create three additional independent 
variable',. There are nine independent network variables for this combination. 
These are R', C , R , R^, R , C , L, m, and a . Any total trans-
fer gain lor an N-stage amplifier can be easily given in terms of the cur-
4 ] 
r e n t q a i n i / i for each s t a g e . S t a n d a r d a n a l y s i s t e c h n i q u e s y i e l d 
.1 + 1 .] 
l+s/% 
Figure 34. Circuit and Small Signal Network for 
a Parallel Combination. 
ms 
j±l_ K(l + es)E 
2 3 a + bs + cs + ds 
(3.11) 
where 
K * - R'a 
a = (R + R - R' 




-R'C'(R + R j 
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c = (R} + R2 - R')R3 ^ C 3 - (R} +R 2+R 3)R' ~ C (3.15) 
- R1 R3 R , C3 C' 
d = - (R + R2)R3R' ^" C C« (3.16) 
e = R 3 C 3 (3.17) 
Normalization and Simplification of Gain Equations 
After obtaining gain equations for a given combination, it is useful 
to investigate whether the number of independent network variables can be 
rns 
reduced. For the two combinations given, each has the term a e ^ appear-
ing in the numerator of its gain equation. For all transistors, a is 
very close to unity. It is seen from the gain equations that a , as a 
network variable, only affects the low frequency gain and not the frequency 
- *I11L 
response. The excess phase shift term e ^ will only affect the phase 
of the gain expression. Thus the gain expressions can be normalized with 
ms ms 
LJ i 1 
respect to a - a since e a will not affect the gain magnitude, band-
width, or gain-bandwidth and the effect of a on the low frequency gain 
or the gain-bandwidth can be added back later oy simple multiplication. 
For the remaining variables, the question arises of how to write or 
transform these so that the theoretical studies are as general as possible. 
The most profitable way is to write the circuit time constants normalized 
with respect to w . Then gain-bandwidth will be normalized with respect 
to u ; that is, a normalized gain-bandwidth of 2 means the actual gain-
bandwidth is 2 « . In almost all gain-bandwidth studies for the transistor 
a 
in a common-emitter configuration, the gain-bandwidth has been normalized 
with respect to w_. Since u ~ (l + m) u_, normalization with respect 
i n i 
43 
to u allows qain-bandwidth comparisons between the class of combinations 
a 
and ordinary transistor configurations to be easily made. This normaliza-
tion also aids the process of variable range restriction for stability con-
siderations which will be discussed in the next section. To illustrate 
normalization of the network time constants with respect to w , this 
a 
process will be presented for the series and parallel combination already 
discussed. 
Consider the series combination. Inspection of the unilateral 
transistor model in Figure 32 yields 
2 a 
The tunnel diode time constant is normalized by setting 
Kl 
RC = — (3.19) 
U) 
a 
The third and final network time constant is normalized by setting 
K-o 
R„C0 = — (3.20) 
3 3 u 
a 
Since R is stepped to vary the dc gain, the question arises of whether 
K0 should be calculated for each R_, with C^u at a discrete value. 2 3 3a 
This means 
K2 = ̂ S ^ J (3.21) 
where R and C u are stepped through possible ranges of values. For a 
particular set of normalized values for the other network variables, R 
is normally stepped through a set of values to vary the low frequency gain 
over some desired range. The procedure allows one to make a plot of nor-
malized gain-bandwidth versus normalized 3 db frequency for the set of 
values. If K is held constant while R is varied, then C must 
change each time R_ changes. Since C equals C ' , an external capaci 
tance, plus the C of the transistor to the left of the tunnel diode, 
C , places a lower limit on the variance of C~. 
ob r 3 
A more natural arrangement is to have C remain at a particular 
value while R„ is varied as above. To accomplish this arrangement a 
factor P is defined such that 
P = [C3ua] (3.22) 
then 
K2 = R3P (3.23) 
In the theoretical studies P is stepped through a range of possible 
values. For each P and a set of the other variables, R is varied 
o 
to produce a curve as described above. Y, is not held constant for this 
curve but varies with R . 
Substitution of equations (3.18), (3.19), and (3.20) into the 
previous equations giving the coefficients of the gain equation yield 
a = R^ + R3 - R (3.24) 
b « LK2(R1' - R) - K1(R1 +R 3) +(R1'+ R 2 + R 3 -R)] ~ (3.25) 
Ab 




] - R ^ ^ K g ] - ^ ( 3 . 2 6 ) 
a 
d = L - ( R ] / + R 2 )K ] K 2 ] - ~ ( 3 . 2 7 ) 
UJ 
a 
e = K./u (3.28) 
r a 
To frequency scale gain equation (3.4), s is replaced by (u s) 
in this expression. A bandwidth of one now corresponds to a bandwidth of 
u for the original gain expression. The expression is now normalized 
with respect to CJ . The coefficients of the normalized gain expression are 
a = R ' + R - R (3.29) 
b = K^Rj' - R) - K1(R1'+ R3) + (R1«+ R 2+R 3 -R) (3.30) 
c = ( R 1 ' + R2 - R ) K 2 - ( R 1 ' + R 2 + R 3 ) K 1 - R 1 ' K 1 K 2 ( 3 . 3 1 ) 
d = - ( R 1
, + R 2 )K 2 K 2 ( 3 . 3 2 ) 
e = -K (3.33) 
This general normalized gain expression is used to study gain-bandwidth 
for the combination. There are now six independent variables. These are 
R, R^, R2, R3, Klf and P. 
For the parallel combination it is seen from the transistor model 
that 
3.34) L JL_ 
R o U) 
2 a 
The R'C time is normalized by setting 
K, 
R'C = — (3.3b) 
h) a 
The remaining network time constant R„C is normalized by setting 
K9 
R X , - — (3.36) 
n 
Since C is an external capacitor, there is no need to fix it when R 
is stepped to vary the low frequency gain. Thus K„ can assume a set of 
discrete values and C changes whenever R is changed. Substitution of 
equations (3.34), (3.35), and (3.36) into the previous equations giving the 
coefficients yields 
a = R + R 3 - R ' ( 3 . 3 7 ) 
1 S 
b = (R, + R0 + R0 - R ' ) — + (R, - R ' ) — ' 3 . 3 8 ) 
1 2. 3 u 1 u 
a a 
K, 
- (R, + RJ ~ 
1 3 w 
a 
K9 K, 
c = (R1 + R2 - R-) — ^ - L(RX + R 2 + R 3 ) + R : K 2 ] — ^ ( 3 . 3 9 ) 
L) ' <,) 
a a 
K K 
d = -(R, + R2)




e = — '3.41) 
'jj a 
The gain equation is frequency scaled by repla' i ng s with (<,j s) . Since 
all time constants have been given relative to w , the new gain equation 
is normalized with respect, to w . The coefficients of the normalized 
a 
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ga in express ion are 
a = R + R3 - R ' ( 3 . 4 2 ) 
b = (R1 + R2 + R3 - R ' ) + (Rx - R ' ) K 2 ( 3 . 4 3 ) 
" <R1 + R 3 ) K 1 
c = (R1 + R2 - R ' ) K 2 - (R i + R2 + R3)KX - R1K1K2 ( 3 . 4 4 ) 
d = - (R1 + R2)KXK2 ( 3 . 4 5 ) 
e = K2 ( 3 . 4 6 ) 
This normalized gain expression is used to study gain-bandwidth for this 
combination. The number of independent variables is now six. These are 
R', R , R , R , K. and K~. Restrictions on the range of possible 
values for the network variables must now be considered. 
Restrictions on the Normalized Variable Values 
Tie network variables are functions of the transistor model param-
eters, tunnel diode model parameters, and elements of the N. one-port net-
works. The first and most obvious restriction on the range of values for 
the network variables is that those variables involving active device 
parameters have ranges corresponding to actual devices. For example, in 
the series combination discussed in this chapter one network variable is 
R, the junction incremental resistance of the tunnel diode. Actual tunnej 
diodes normally have mean values for R of 150, 55, 25, etc. ohms with some 
variance about each mean value. Thus one is restricted to certain ranges 
of values for the network variable R. 
Second, restrictions are imposed on the range of possible values for 
the normalized time constants in order to predict stability as well as 
study achievable gain-bandwidths and bandwidths. For K < 1 the tunnel 
diode is still an appreciable negative impedance when u reaches CJ and 
the circuit can be unstable. The common-base transistor model, however, 
is valid only to u . Therefore stability, or corresponding instability, 
cannot be predicted analytically since stability may easily depend upon 
network behavior beyond u . For the frequency range of interest, the 
investigation of common-base modeling for u > u did not yield useful 
results. The number of variables that must be included in such a model 
is so large that analytical stability predictions are virtually impossible. 
Therefore, the normalized tunnel diode time constant K is constrained 
to be greater than or equal to one. As K — • 1 it should be noted that, 
depending upon the particular form of the combination, stability may still 
depend somewhat upon network behavior beyond u . For the theoretical 
studies, K *s as small as one are allowed with the understanding that sta-
bility predictions can be in error as K »» 1. For the two combinations 
presented in this chapter, experimental verification of theoretical results 
has indicated that stability predictions seem adequate for K,'s as small 
cs one. 
Finally, restrictions are placed on R , the low frequency ga.'n 
determining element for both configurations. The smallest value of h, 
allowed in either combination is that which produces an A.(0) = 1.,,/i .1 
of + 2. Two represents an approximate lower limit on gain due to signal to 
noise degradation. The largest value of R allowed is that which produces 
an A.(0) of ± 20. The upper limit is due to biasing limitations. It will 
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be seen in the next chapter that as the passband gain increases, biasing 
becomes more difficult. For both combinations maximum gain-bandwidths 
occur at large A.(0). Letting R increase indiscriminately can produce 
very large gain-bandwidths. Imprudent choice of other network variables can 
also produce unusually large gain-bandwidths. The purpose of the theoreti-
cal investigation, however, is to predict what values of gain-bandwidth and 
bandwidth are possible for those values of the network variables which cor-
respond to actual devices, allow stability predictions to be made, and are 
practical from biasing considerations. 
Gain-Bandwidth Definitions 
The concept of gain-bandwidth has been used and misused in many ways. 
Normally this concept is identified with the area or an estimate of the 
area under the curve of some function of a transfer gain versus frequency. 
For low-pass product amplifiers, the following three formulas are normally 
used to define or estimate that gain-bandwidth product, (GEM): 
oo 
GBW = J |H(jy)|dy (3.41) 
o 
TO 
GBVY = J ln|H(JL») |dy (3.48) 
o 
GBW = |H(JM = 0)J^3db (3.49) 
where H(jrj) is the transfer gain expression for s = ju. The first of 
these is sometimes considered to be the most basic. It should be noted 
that this expression is bounded on]y if there are at least two more poles 
than zeros. Obviously for more zeros than poles |H( j(..) |-*^°° as (j-*^°° 
and the integral is unbounded. For an equal number of poles and zeros, 
|H(j(,0| becomes constant for u > K where K is a positive number. 
Therefore the integral is unbounded. 
To illustrate the case of one more pole than zero, consider Figure 
35. For this passive network, standard analysis yields 
i (R + R) + R RCs 
(3.50-; 
^ T C > R 
Figure 35. Transfer Gain Having One Pole and No Zeros. 




o o > o o 
(R +R) + R R'C u 
Substitution of the right side of equation (3.51) into equation (3.47) 
yields 
Trierefore the gain-bandwidth is unbounded, a result which may be explained 
as follows: For any H(u) with one more pole than zero, H(ju) > - for 
(iJ 
M greater than some u • Therefore equation (3.47) may be written 
a 
ua 












Thus GBW using this definition will always be unbounded for this case. 
For H(j(j) with at least two more poles than zeros, the integral normally 
converges. 
Equation (3.48) would appear to be of great value since amplifier 
responses are often plotted in decibels. For N , the number of zeros, not 
equal to N , the number of poles, the magnitude of H(ju) approaches -H» 
or 0 as u-*~°°. Therefore ln|H(jcj)| approaches -+°° or - °° as u-^^^, and 
the integral is unbounded. Thus only for N = N can this equation be 
z p 
used and then only if |H(ju)|-^~l for u > w, . The last condition is 
required since |H( J«*>) |-*~C for w greater than some K, when N = N . 
Thus, equation (3.48) may be written 
K °° 
GBW a F ln|H(jc.O |du + f In C du (3.55) 
0 K 
For C / 1 the second integral is obviously unbounded. Thus, the use of 
this definition for GBW is highly restricted. The main advantage of this 
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definition is that, where it applies, one may use the resistance integral 
theorem to obtain 
J ln|H(ju)|du = | lim u jMu) (3.56) 
0 u-*-°° 
where 
H(ju) - |H(ju)| /]Au) (3.57) 
Thus ( lim u fiiu)) can be found in terms of the coefficients of the 
U) —• °° 
H(s) gain expression and one has a method to easily evaluate the integral. 
Due to the restrictions on its use, this GBW definition cannot be used for 
the class of tunnel diode-common-base transistor combinations. In fact it 
has only been used in the study of all pass equalizers. 
Equation (3.49) is probably the most commonly used GBW factor. It 
can he considered as a definition for gain-bandwidth or as an estimate of 
the area defined by the integral of equation (3.47). Since equation (3.47) 
can be used only when |H(ju») | is decreasing at least as —r for large 
u" 
w, |H(Jd')lu^Hh *s normally a reasonable estimate of the integral. Equa-
tion (3.49) will be taken as the GBW definition in the theoretical studies 
for the following reasons. First, this definition will yield a bounded 
value for the case where N «= N + 1 . Second, one normally plots normalized 
p z ' J 
GBW versus normalized u.,, . The use of this definition allows one to infer 
3db 
|H(jti * 0)| from a given GBW and w~.,. Thus, more information is con-
tained in the curves. Third, for complex gain expressions, this GBW is 
easier to evaluate than the others. Fourth, most gain-bandwidth studies for 
ordinary transistor product amplifiers have been in terms of this definition. 
Thus comparisons can be easily made. 
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Computer Method for Studying Gain-Bandwidth 
The technique of using the digital computer to study gain-bandwidth 
for the class of combinations is illustrated for the two combinations dis-
cussed in this chapter. Both are of the normalized form 
H(S) - ZiL-Lsg (3iM) 
a + bs + cs + ds 
As d i s c u s s e d g a i n - b a n d w i d t h , GBW, i s chosen t o be 
GBW = | H ( j L , = 0 ) k 3 d b ( 3 . 5 9 ) 
Now 
|H(jt» = 0 ) | = ^ E A , ( 0 ) ( 3 . 6 0 ) 
d 1 
2 
Standard analysis techniques yield that (u-,J is the positive 
real root of the equation 
Fx3 + Gx2 + Hx + M * 0 (3.61) 
where 
F = d2 (3.62) 
G = c2 - 2bd (3.63) 
H = b2 - (2ac + 2a2e2) (3.64) 
M * -a2 (3.65) 
To predict stability a Routh-Hurwitz criterion is used. For H(s) of the 
form of equation (3.58), H(s) is stable if a > 0, c > 0, d > 0, and 
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be - ad > 0 or if a < 0, c < 0, d < 0, and be - ad > 0. 
The computer program is discussed in general terms below. The 
exact program for both the series and the parallel configuration discussed 
in this chapter is given in Appendix II. One sets up a series of loops 
which step the normalized network variables through respective ranges of 
values. The parameter R~ which varies the DC gain is in the innermost 
loop. The set of R„ values are always chosen so that A.(0) is stepped 
in a 20, 10, 8, 6, 4, 3, 2 sequence. Once the computer picks a particular 
set of values for the network variables, the coefficients a, b, c, d, 
and e of H(s) are calculated for that set of values. Using these coef-
ficients, stability is checked. If instability is predicted, the coeffi-
cients a, b, c, and d are printed out. If stability is predicted, 
then the coefficients F, G, H, and M of equation (3.61) are calculated 
in terms of the values for a, b, c, d, and e. Then the computer uses 
a modified Muller procedure to find the roots of equation (3.61). The real 
and imaginary parts of each root are printed out. The positive square root 
of the absolute value of the real part of each root is calculated and 
orinted out. Finally K/a is calculated for the particular set of retwork 
values and is multiplied by the above square root of the real part of each 
:-oot. This value is also printed out and for the positive real root rep-
resents the desired gain-bandwidth. 
The following question could be posed at this point. Why not have 
the computer find the positive real root of equation (3.61) and only print 
out K/a times the square root of this root? Thus only the desired gain-
bandwidth would be printed out instead of three values. The reason for 
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printing all three is that due to round off error the positive real root 
may be given with a very small imaginary part. The other two complex roots 
could also have a positive real part. Thus it would be extremely difficult 
for the computer to decide which is the positive real root for this case. 
Therefore, three values are given and the person analyzing the data can 
easily tell which is the actual gain-bandwidth. 
To illustrate the format of the data printout, consider the following 
typical replica of one page of data printout for the previously discussed 
series configuration. 
FIXING THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS AT 
R = 20 R = 150 R = 150 K = 1 P = 0.005 
AND VARYING R AS FOLLOWS, ONE OBTAINS 
R 3 
124 0 . 2 2 8 2 
0 .1001 
2 . 4 9 1 8 
IM(X) 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
RE(X) 
- 0 . 0 5 2 1 
0 .0100 
- 6 . 2 0 9 1 
GBW 
4 .564 
2 . 0 0 

























0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
- 0 . 0 3 7 6 
0 .0546 
- 6 . 7 1 6 




0 .1 27<* 
-7 .3801 
- 0 . 0 4 8 ] 
0.218C 
- 8 . 2 4 7 ' 
- 0 . 0 5 6 0 
0.3009 
- 9 . 1 3 3 9 




2 . 3 3 8 
2 5 . 9 1 5 
1.554 
2 . 3 0 3 
2 .112 
1.205 
2 . 1 4 6 




0 . 7 1 0 
1.646 
9 . 0 6 7 
0 .529 
1.341 















R - 5 5 , R] =20 
R2 = 75, P = .02 




K r = i unstable 
R = 55, R =20 
1.2 R2 =75 , P= .005 
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u a 
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ure 36. Normalized Gain-bandwidth versus Normalized 












P1 = .005 
R = 55, R2 = 50 
R1 = 20, K ] = 1 
"3db 
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R = 55, R2 =75 
R1 = 2 0 , K1 = 2 
'3db 
.1 .2 
Figure 37. Normalized Gain-bandwidth versus Normalized 
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Fiqure 38. Normalized Gain-bandwidth versus Normalized 
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R = 150, R] =20 




Normalized Gain-bandwidth versus Normalized 




One sees that values for the other five network variables are chosen and 
then R„ is stepped through its set of values. As previously stated, the 
set of values for R is chosen such that 2 < A.(o) <̂  20. The above format 
is very useful in that each page of printout generates a curve of normalized 
gain-bandwidth versus normalized bandwidth. For the curve the values of 
the five normalized network variables at the top of the page should be 
given. It is unnecessary to give the values of R„. For a given value of 
normalized GBW and normalized bandwidth lying on the curve, A.(0) is 
easily calculated. One can then easily find R in terms of A,(0) and 
some of the given network values. 
Various curves of normalized gain-bandwidth versus normalized fre-
quency for the series combination discussed in this chapter are given in 
Figures 36, 37, 38, and 39. For a 1 ma peak current tunnel diode R 3 150 
ohms and for a 2 ma peak current R ~ 55 ohms. Consideration of a large 
number of such curves allows one to infer somewhat the topology of the N 
space. To include all situations, the criteria vary enough that generaliza-
tions are practically impossible with regard to the optimum region of the 
N space. In any giver situation design criteria and the initial choices 
of certain variables due to bandwidth, biasing, or other constraints lead 
cne to a subspace of the N space. The use of the computer method and 
associated curves then allow one to ascertain whether the desired criteria 
can be met and the values of the network variables meeting these criteria. 
Once the ranges of the network variables are chosen, then the ranges of 
tne circuit element values can be chosen. An example illustrating a 
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Figure 40. Normalized Gain-bandwidth versus Normalized 
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Normalized Gain-bandwidth versus Normalized 













R = 150, R] - 15 


















100, K1 = 1 
3db 
0 .2 • .4 .6 .8 
Figure 42. Normalized Gain-bandwidth versus Normalized 
Bandwidth for Parallel Combination of Figure 34. 
1.0 
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R2 = 100 
R2 -50 
R - 150, K1 = 1 
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Figure 43. Normalized Gain-bandwidth versus Normalized Bandwidth 
for Parallel Combination of Figure 34, 
will be given in a later chapter. 
For the preceding series combination inspection of a large number 
oc curves reveals that practical gain-bandwidths ac large as five tiif.es 
u) are possible. In Figures 40, 41, 42, and 43 some curves of normalized 
a 
gain-bandwidth versus normalized frequency are given for the parallel 
combination discussed in this chapter. Inspection of a large number of 
such curves reveals that gain-bandwidths as large as five u are also 
a 
possible for this combination. Since u> ~ (1 + m)uw- and 0.2 < m < 1, 
it is seen that gain-bandwidths as large as ten times wT, the present 




For the class of tunnel diode-common-base transistor combinations 
to be useful, stable biasing techniques must be available. As a worst 
case, assume that each N, of Figure 8 has a DC resistive value. The 
class of combinations then assumes at zero frequency the form of Figure 44 
Both transistors are assumed to be PNP transistors for comparison pur-
poses. The voltage source E is used to reverse bias the collector-base 
vWA W\A 
n—o 
E 2 - ^ 
Series 
Figure 44. Worst Case DC Form for Class of Tunnel Diode-
Common-Base Transistor Combinations. 
-O 
junction of the transistor for both the series and parallel combinations. 
The voltage source E is used to bias the tunnel diode in the negative 
resistance region and to forward bias the transistor emitter-base junction 
in both combinations. For typical circuit element values, the establishment 
of the proper polarities and magnitudes of the voltages at the collector-
base junction, across the tunnel diode, and across the emitter-base junction 
is exceedingly difficult with direct coupling. To eliminate this diffi-
culty and avoid the large DC drift problems associated with single ended 
direct-coupled product type amplifier stages, the stages are capacitive 
coupled. The previously defined A.(0) is now actually the current gain 
at a frequency somewhat greater than zero, where the coupling capacitor can 
be considered a short circuit. The combinations at DC now assume the form 
of Figure 45. The collector-base junction voltage is now set by simple 
load line techniques. The circuits for biasing the tunnel diode and 
emitter-base junction are seen to be identical in form. Combining like 
elements, this form is given in Figure 46. 
Parallel Series 
Figure 45. Worst Case dc Form for Class of Combinations 
Using Capacitor Coupling 
R is the total equivalent resistance in series with the tunnel 
diode and emitter-base junction. R„ is the equivalent resistance in 
parallel with the tunnel diode and R~ is the eouivalent resistance in 
parallel with the emitter-base junction. 
Biasing is now possible if the volt ampere curve of the circuit to 





Figure 46. General Form of Bias Circuit for Tunnel 
Diode and Emitter Base Junction. 
one point of possible operation corresponding to each value of E voltage 
Consider, for example, the typical tunnel diode volt ampere curve in Fig-
ure 47. Obviously, the device can be stably biased by a voltage source 
V 
Figure 47. Tunnel Diode Volt Ampere Curve. 
but not by a current source. If the voltage source has source resistance 
f: , thru, for stab] e biasing, R must be less than |-R|, where -R is 
the slope in the negative resistance region. For the class of tunne] diode-
common-base combinations, m e circuit to the right of the bias source E 
vi\]\ normally have a negative resistance region. Thus there <.ar\ be a bias 
stability problem. 
Two ways of producing an E 0 with a small source resistance are now 
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- V W A 
-" E, 
Figure 48. Approximation of Small Value Voltage 
Source by Forward Biased Diode Junction. 
discussed. In Figure 48 the voltage source E is approximated by a for-
ward biased diode junction. Since diode voltage is a logarithmic function 
of the current through the diode, the voltage E will hardly vary if the 
circuit to the right of E requires a reasonably small amount of current. 
Inexpensive transistor emitter-base junctions can be used as diodes by 
shorting the collector-base junction. Different materials and manufacturing 
techniques produce different average diode voltages. 
In Figure 49 the voltage source E is realized by using feedback 
R2 
around an operational amplifier. The voltage E equals - — V where 
2. H1 z 






Figure 49. Voltage Source E„ Realization Using 
Operational Amplifier. 
since the amplifier negative input is always close to zero volts. The 
effect of the feedback is to greatly reduce the output impedance. To 
increase the output current capability, one can add an emitter follower 
as in Figure 50. With the increased availability of low cost high per-





Figure 50. Vpltage Source E Realization Using Operational 
Amplifier and Emitter Follower. 
attractive since the output closely approximates a voltage source. 
To illustrate the biasing techniques and associated problems, we 
consider the series and parallel combinations discussed in Chapter III. 
In both Figures 33 and 34, capacitive coupling was used in the circuit 
defining the combination. For both combinations the DC bias circuit for 
the tunnel diode and emitter base junction reduces to the form of Figure 
51. Comparing this to the general form given in Figure 46, it is seen that 
they are identical if R = R„ = ™. It is informative to choose a particu-
lar tunnel diode, transistor, and R value and solve for the volt-ampere 
characteristic of the series combination. The volt ampere curves for a 
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1N3713 tunnel diode, 2N2189 transistor, and RA equal to 80 ohms are given 










Figure 51. Form of Bias Circuit for Tunnel Diode and Emitter-
Base Junction for Series Combination of Figure 
33 and Parallel Combination of Figure 34. 
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Figure 52. Volt-ampere Characteristic for 
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Figure 54. Volt-ampere Characteristic 
of 80 ohm Resistor. 
The volt-ampere characteristic of the series combination is given 
in Figure 55. It is seen that the slope of the curve in the negative 
resistance region is quite steep. The achievement of small signal current 
gains greater than one requires that the tunnel diode operate in its nega-
tive resistance region. This condition is equivalent to biasing the series 
combination somewhere in its negative resistance region. For this condi-
tion, the given value of R corresponds to a small signal current gain of 
approximately -3 in the series combination and +5 in the parallel com-
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Figure 55. Volt-ampere Characteristic of Series Combination 
of 80 ohm Resistor, 1N3713, and 2N2189 
Emitter base Junction. 
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increases. Therefore the inverse of the slope, -R, is quite small. 
Since R must be less than |-RJ in order that the bias point 
in the negative resistance region is a stable equilibrium point, the bias 
source must be carefully designed to provide the required small R in a 
given case. The range of voltages over which the series combination 
exhibits a negative resistance ia also seen to be small. Therefore, E^ 
must also be capable of fine voltage adjustment and exhibit good stability 
with regard to environmental changes and time. 
Both proposed methods of realizing E meet these requirements if 
properly designed. These stringent requirements on the bias source E 
were found to be more of a limiting factor on the practical use of the com-
binations than small signal stability or other considerations. The increase 
in gain-bandwidth must be worth the increased complexity of biasing. 
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CHAPTER V 
PROCEDURE AND INSTRUMENTATION 
To evaluate the theoretical methods of Chapter III by comparing 
predicted behavior with the actual behavior of experimental amplifiers, 
several pieces of equipment were designed. The first was an apparatus to 
accurately measure the volt-ampere characteristic of tunnel diodes. This 
characteristic is difficult to measure due to the inherent instability of 
the tunnel diode in the negative resistance region. A simplified schematic 
of the circuit used is given in Figure 56. A resistance of value R. is 
placed in parallel with the tunnel diode to make the combination a small 
signal stable network. Admittance measurements on actual resistors were 
Figure 56. Simplified Schematic of Tunnel Diode 
Measurement Circuit. 
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made for frequencies as high as one GHz. For thin film resistors it was 
ascertained that the DC resistance in series with a small inductance rep-
resented an adequate network model. The small signal network for a thin 
film resistor and a tunnel diode in the negative resistance region is given 
in Figure 57. Sufficient conditions for this network to have all poles 
and zeros in the left half of the complex frequency plane are: 
R. < R - r 
4 s 
< RC 














Small Signal Network for Thin Film Resistor and 
Tunnel Diode in Negative Resistance Region, 
The inequality given in equation (5.3) is dependent only on the 
tunne] diode model parameters. Therefore, if the parameters of the tunnel 
d;iode model have values such that this inequality does not hold, then a stable 
network might be unattainable by paralleling the tunnel diode with any value 
of thin film resistor. The DC resistance of R can be easily chosen from 
inequality (5.1). Inequality (5.2), however, pieces a limit on the time 
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constant of the actual resistor. Since the tunnel diode RC time constant 
can be quite small, it is seen that the lead inductance of the resistor 
must be minimized. For this reason, the test jig containing the tunnel 
diode and thin film resistor must be carefully designed and constructed 
for low values of the above inductances. 
The DC operation of the measurement circuit of Figure 56 is as fol-
R2 
lows. The output voltage E of operational amplifier 1 equals - — 
S n i 
E, 
where E is a constant reference voltage. Since E is a negative voltage, 
E is positive. R9 is variable and can be set at any value between zero 
ind R„ . Thus E has a range from zero to 




E. The output of 
operational amplifier 2 is -E . For a high gain operational amplifier 
with feedback, the amplifier input voltage is virtually zero. Therefore, 
the total current, IT, flowing into the negative input of operational 
amplifier 3 is easily calculated, and 
ID + ET (5.4) 
Thus the current in R., the stabilizing resistance, is subtracted out by 
the operational amplifier 2 circuit. For an ideal operational amplifier 
with feedback to the negative input, all the inpjt current flows through 
the feedback resistor. Therefore, the output voltage of operational ampli-
fier 3 is -1000 I . 
By connecting the outputs of operational amplifiers 1 and 3 to an 
xy recorder, one can easily generate the tunnel diode volt-ampere charac-
teristic by varying Rr from zero to its maximum value. The tunnel diode 
voltage is the output voltage of amplifier 1 and 1000 times the tunnel 
diode current is the output voltage of amplifier 3. This method produces 
an accurate repeatable curve. The schematic of the actual measurement cir-
cuit is given in Figure 58. After plotting the volt-ampere curve for a 
particular diode, one uses this curve to choose the bias point in the neg-
ative resistance region and to calculate R for the region around this 
point. Since the tunnel diode negative resistance (-R) is only constant 
over a relatively small voltage region, a large accurate curve, as can be 
generated by this circuit, is most useful. 
Accurate wide band y-parameter measurements were required for a 
particular transistor. From these measurements, the parameter values of 
the common base model for the transistor could be calculated. This tran-
sistor would be then used in the experimental amplifiers to compare the 
predicted and actual behavior. There was no equipment available in the 
School of Electrical Engineering that was adequate for these measurements. 
Radiation Inc., however, had the capability to make such measurements and 
graciously provided these measurements. The transistor chosen for the 
measurements was a 2N2I89 which has an f of approximately 150 MHz. This 
choice was based upon the discrete nature of the components in the experi-
mental amplifiers. With discrete elements and che available construction 
techniques, 200 MHz seemed an appropriate upper bound for measurements on 
the experimental amplifiers. Lumped element circuit theory analysis above 
this frequency would be inaccurate due to the size of the circuit. The 
availability of hybrid or integrated circuit facilities would have greatly 
increased this upper bound. For the measured transistor, the model param-
eter values producing the closest correspondence between the model behavior 
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Figure 58 . Schematic of Tunnel Diode Volt-ampere 
Measurement C i r c u i t . 
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and the transistor measurements were chosen. The unilateral model for 
this transistor, with the load impedance at low frequency equal to 50 
ohms, is given in Figure 59. 
Q point 'c 2 .5 Ma 
v c e = -5 volts 
e o • 
10Q 
- j 0 . 4 u » 
125 
I25Q 9.7 x 10 3 
I • 
-O c 





Unilateral Common Base Model 
for a 2N2189 Transistor. 
Since each point on a curve of gain-bandwidth versus ^^db r e P r e " 
sents the behavior of a particular amplifier, a general experimental 
amplifier apparatus was desired in which any particular amplifier could 
be easily realized. Inspection of Figures 33 and 34 reveals that the gain 
i /i is from one dependent current source to the next. The oscillator 
i +1 J 
used in the research had a calibrated output if its load was 50 ohms. For 
these reasons a two transistor circuit was designed. The first transistor 
was used to match the oscillator output and to provide a current source 
input for the network containing the tunnel diode and the common-base input 
of the second transistor. Its f should be much greater than the second 
n 
transistor so that its current transfer function is constant over the fre-
quency range of interest. The second transistor is the test transistor. 
.Its output was connected to a standard 50 ohm load for measurement ease. 
60 
A simplified small signal circuit for the configuration is given in Figure 
60. The common-base input of the first transistor and a compensation net-
work presents a 50 ohm load to the oscillator. Therefore e. can be read 
H.P. 608D 
osci I la tor 
output 
Network and com-
mon-base input of 
first transister 
Network containing 
C0u , tunnel d iode, 





Figure 60. Simplified Small Signal Circuit of 
General Amplifier Configuration. 
from the oscillator's calibrated output. The input current i. equals 
•oOL 
and i, equals n ' r-̂-r . The current i.,, flows into the parallel 
j o 50G 3+1 K 
combination of the C . of the second transistor, the standard 50 ohm load. 
ob ' ' 
and the input impedanco of the Tektronix 585 oscilloscope. For the fre-
quency range of interest this parallel combination can be made to equil 
(; 
approximately 50 ohms. For this condition e,, - i,,, (50) or i.., -- r-r . rK ' 7 j + ] j-t-J 50 












The first transistor's beta is chosen such that a ' is very close 
o ' 
to one. The complete schematic for the general amplifier design is given 
in Fiqure 61. The input transistor is a selected 2N2415 which has an f 
of approximately 1.3 GHz. Due to the previously discussed problems asso-
ciated with biasing, the bias source has a ten turn potentiometer as the 
feedback resistor for the operational amplifier. This allows very fine 
adjustment of the bias voltage. The series combination of Chapter III is 
produced by connecting R ' , C ' and the tunnel diode to terminals A, 8, 
and C as shown in Figure 62. The parallel combination is produced by 
connecting R„, G„ and the tunnel diode to terminals A, B, C as shown 
in Figure 63. For particular tunnel diodes, the measured 2N2189, and 
various values of the other network variables, the general amplifier appara-
tus was used to measure actual behavior of the series and parallel combina-
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Figure 61. Schematic of General Amplifier Apparatus 
Used to Generate Par t icular Amplifiers. 
£-> 
+* •O c 
c 
Figure 62. Network Connections to Terminals A, B, C 
of General Amplifier Apparatus to Produce 
Series Combination of Figure 33. 
C 
B 6 6c 
Figure 63. Network Connections to Terminals A, B, C 
of General Amplifier Apparatus to Produce 
Parallel Combination of Figure 34. 
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CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Predicted versus Experimental Performance for a Set of Amplifiers 
Using the general amplifier apparatus of Chapter V, a number of 
experimental amplifiers were built. The behavior of the current gain 
i,..,/i. versus frequency was measured for each amplifier. The tunnel 
diodes were JEDEC numbers 1N3712, 1N3713, 1N3714, and 1N3715. The 1N3712 
and 1N3713 are 1 ma peak current tunnel diodes with R in the range from 
about 125 ohms to 150 ohms. The 1N3714 and 1N3715 are 2.2 ma peak cur-
rent tunnel diodes with R in the range from about 45 ohms to 65 ohms. 
These tunnel diodes are general purpose types in the miniature axial 
package. 
To evaluate the correspondence between predicted and experimental 
amplifier behavior for the 1 ma peak current tunnel diodes, consider Figure 
64. Here, the predicted behavior for the network variables corresponding 
to the actual devices is plotted for both the series combination of Figure 
33 and the parallel combination of Figure 34. The experimentally derived 
behavior of the amplifiers is given in the form of triangles on the graphs. 
It is seen that the correspondence between the predicted and actual behav-
ior is quite good, especially considering the accuracy of high frequency 
measurements. 
For the 2.2 ma peak current tunnel diodes the stability criterion 
built into the computer program predicted that the amplifiers of both the 
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Predicted Versus Measured Performance for 
a Set of Amplifiers. 
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correct experimentally. Thus the methods of Chapter III also seem to be 
adequate for stability predictions. 
In summary, the experimental studies indicated that the methods 
developed to theoretically investigate the behavior of the combinations 
are reasonably accurate. The main difficulty encountered in the experimen-
tal studies was with biasing. This was due to the steepness of the slope 
in the negative resistance region of the volt-ampere characteristic of 
the series combination of the emitter-base junction, tunnel diode, and 
external resistance. Therefore, as previously discussed, the bias source 
must have very low internal impedance and be capable of fine voltage adjust-
ments. Stability problems due to stray capacitance, lead inductance, etc. 
were not encountered. It was noted earlier that for the network variable 
K as small as one, stability predictions could be in error. For the ampli-
fiers built, however, no problems of this nature were encountered. It 
should be noted that each triangle in Figure 64 represents the results of 
building a particular amplifier, achieving a stable bias point, and then 
measuring i.,,/i. for that amplifier over a wide bandwidth. For illus-
tration purposes, a picture of the general amplifier apparatus is given in 
Figure 65. A picture of the experimental setup is given in Figure 66. 
A Design Example 
To illustrate the use of the combinations and the methods of theo-
retically investigating combination behavior, the following design example 
is presented. Assume that the transistors to be used are 2N2189's. The 
specifications for each amplifier stage are that A.(0), the low frequency 
current gain, should be at least three due to signal to noise considerations 
Figure 65. General Amplifier Apparatus. 
Figure 66. Experimental Setup for Measuring 
Combination Performance. 
and that Uqnh s n 0 L Sl d ^e greater than or equal to 75 MHz. Combining 
A.(0) > 3 and w^», > 75 MHz, it is seen that gain-bandwidth must be 
greater or equal to 225 MHz. The load impedance is given as 50 ohms. 
In the previous experimental work, the transistor used had exten-
sive measurements made on it in order to compare predicted and experimental 
behavior. In a practical design situation, however, one is normally inter-
ested in meeting the design objectives with any transistor of the given 
type in the circuit and therefore takes a worst case approach to the design 
problem. This approach is taken here. Since the gain equations, stability 
criteria, etc. have already been given for the series combination of Fig-
ure 33 and the parallel combination of Figure 34, the amplifier configu-
ration will be chosen from these two combinations. For given network var-
iables, A.(0) is larger for the parallel combination. Thus a given gain 
can be realized with a smaller R. in the parallel combination. This aids 
biasing in that the slope of the negative resistance region of the dc 
series combination is smaller. Therefore the parallel configuration is 
chosen. 
Using the 2N2189 data sheet, the ranges on the parameters of the 
unilateral common-base hybrid mode] of Figure 32 are found. This model 
with the possible range of parameter values for the 2N2189 is given in 
Figure 67. The method of obtaining these parameter ranges using the data 
:;heet and some additional information is given in Appendix I. 
Preliminary investigation using the computer revealed that for 
2.2 rna and greater peak current tunnel diodes, the amplifier should be 
unstable. This is primarily due to the magnitude of R in the model in 
relation to the negative resistances of the tunnel diodes. The next lowest 
15 to 18Q 
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Figure 67. Range of Model Parameter Values for 2N2189 
Unilateral Hybrid Common-base Model. 
Quiescient Point: -1.5 ma, -9 volts. 
peak current is about 1 ma. Therefore a 1 ma peak current tunnel diode 
was chosen for the amplifier stage. Consideration of various tunnel 
diodes revealed that a 1N3713 should be adequate in that its model param-
eters had reasonably small variance and its l/RC was greater than u of 
the 2N2189. With r^ > u the addition of external capacitance can trim 
RC a 
the resultant l/RC to the desired fraction of u . 
a 
Using these values in the computer progiam, it was found that K. 
and K„ as small as possible gave maximum gain-bandwidth. For stability 
leasons one has already been given as a lower l:mit for K . Therefore 
choose K, = 1. Since there will be a small amount of stray capacitance 
across R , K 0 is chosen as 0.2 instead of 0. Since T:
-^- is now five 
3 2 R 3 C 3 
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u 3db 
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Figure 68. Normalized Gain-bandwidth versus 
Normalized u 
3db for Parallel 
Combination of Figure 33. 
For K = 1, K = 0.2, R = 125ft, ;ind R. = 15ft the com-
i ^ a vg. j 
avg. 
puter data is plotted in the form of Figure 65. R and R have small 
variance from their average values, and K, and K are picked to be their 
respective values for maximum gain-bandwidth. Therefore this graph may be 
used to find if the design objectives can be met. The average value of f 
a 
for the 2N2189 is 150 MHz and 75 MHz is 0.5 f . Since there is some vari-
a 
ance of f , it is required that normalized w~,, be at least 0.6 so that 
a job 
the minimum bandwidth criterion of 75 MHz is met. Then for a minimum gam 
of three, normalized gain-bandwidth must be at least 3 x .06 or 1.8. Thus 
if the design objectives are to be met, normalized gain-bandwidth at nor-
malized u«., equal to 0.6 must be at least 1.8 for the range of values 
3db 
for R„. Consideration of Figure 68 reveals that the objectives can be met. 
It was decided to choose element values so that the design center value of 
A.(0) would be 3.5. The variance of the elements somewhat from their 
design center values should still yield an A.(0) of at least three. 
The design is now complete. The tunnel diode time constant is 
adjusted to equal one times u average. No external capacitance is placed 
across R_ and due to stray capacitance K9 is considered to be 0.2. The 
transistor Q point is -1.5 ma, -9 volts. Finally R is chosen to yield 
an A.(0) equal to 3.5 for the average values of R and R. These aver-
age values are 15 ohms and 125 ohms respectively. Using the gain equation 
A i ( 0 ) = R, + RR'- R- (6-1} 
R^ is found to be 75 ohms. 
The general amplifier apparatus was used to build four such ampli-
fiers using four different 2N2189's. The results are given in Table 3. 
It is seen that the design objectives were met for each amplifier. Since 
average f_ for the 2N2189 is about 100 MHz, the average gain-bandwidth of 
about 270 MHz obtained in this example was 2.7 times the present limit ob-
tainable with ordinary broadbanding techniques. The data in Table 3 can 
also be considered as further confirmation of the methods for theoretical 
investigation of combination behavior. 
Table 3. Performance of Experimental Amplifiers 
in Design Example. 
Amplifier Number A. (0) f„,, GBW 
1 3db 
MHz MHz 
1 3.06 80 248 
2 3.32 85 283 
3 3.56 80 285 
4 3.06 85 260 
9 3 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
As a means of achieving gain-bandwidths greater than u_, it was 
initially proposed to use the tunnel diode as an interstage element between 
common-base transistor stages. To this end, a class of tunnel diode-
common-base transistor combinations was evolved. Methods for theoretically 
investigating and predicting combination behavior were developed. The 
validity of these methods was established by comparing the predicted and 
experimental performance of a set of amplifiers. 
For various combinations with either six or seven normalized net-
work variables, it was found that gain-bandwidths as large as ten times 
u-p, the current limit are easily obtainable. In studying combination 
behavior only values of the network variables were allowed that corres-
ponded to actual devices and also satisfied stability and biasing require-
ments. Two of the combinations studied have been given in the disserta-
tion to illustrate the development of the methods for investigating combin-
ation behavior. Four more are discussed in Appendix III. Quite obviously 
only a finite set of the infinite number of possible combinations could be 
investigated. From the investigation of other members of the class of com-
binations it may be found that further increases in gain-bandwidth are 
obtainable. 
For situations requiring gain-bandwidths greater than the current 
limit, the class of combinations affords a means of achieving gain-band-
widths at least an order of magnitude larger. There are, however, small 
signal stability and biasing complexity problems associated with the class 
of combinations. In a practical situation, one must weigh the advantages 
of a given combination against its disadvantages. Small signal stability 
does not seem to be a serious problem. Careful consideration must be given 
to the circuit size, layout, and method of construction for the frequency 
range of interest. If the circuit size is such that the lumped element 
methods of analysis developed are valid, then stability predictions should 
be accurate. It was discussed that small signal stability predictions could 
be in error as the normalized tunnel diode time constant approaches one. 
For the experimental work performed by the author, stability predictions 
for normalized tunnel diode time constants as small as one were found to be 
accurate. 
Biasing requirements were found to be the main disadvantage of such 
combinations. The bias source must have very low internal resistance and 
must be capable of very fine voltage adjustments. The effect of temperature 
on biasing stability must also be considered. For a given small signal gain, 
the slope of the volt-ampere characteristic in the negative resistance 
region of the series combination of tunnel diooe, emitter-base junction, 
tmd external resistance decreases as the tunnel diode peak current decreases. 
Since the stringency of the requirements on the bias source are directly 
proportional to the steepness of this slope, it is recommended that the 
tunnel diode peak current be as small as possible consistent with meeting 
gain-bandwidth objectives. 
For a given small signal gain the steepness of this slope is normally 
less for a parallel combination than for a series combination of same degree 
of complexity. Therefore, if maximum gain-bandwidths are about the same 
for both combinations, the parallel combination should be chosen over 
the series combination in order to relax the restrictions on the bias 
source. 
In conclusion, it should be noted that many approaches using the 
tunnel diode as an amplifying device have been primarily theoretical, in 
that biasing and sometimes small signal stability considerations have not 
received sufficient attention. The inclusion of these considerations would 
force radical changes in many of the proposed amplifier configurations and 
would render others unusable. The emphasis in this investigation has been 
on developing a class of combinations which could be stably biased and for 
which small signal stability could be predicted. Toward this end, only 
values of the network variables have been allowed which correspond to 
actual devices, allow stability predictions to be made, and are practical 
from biasing considerations. 
APPENDIX I 
METHOD FOR OBTAINING ELEMENT VALUE RANGES OF UNILATERAL H MODEL 
The method of obtaining the parameter value ranges of the uni-
lateral common-base hybrid model of Figure 32 for a particular type of 
transistor is illustrated for the 2N2189. For convenience, the model of 
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Figure 69. Unilateral Common-base Hybrid Model. 
the 2N2189 data sheet are given. First, the most stringent condition 
for model use should be checked. This condition is that l/r 'C should 
' b c 
be much greater than u • In Table 4 it is seen that maximum r'C equals 
a b e 
9 
125 picoseconds. Therefore minimum l/r. 'C is 8 x 10 which is much r ' b e 
greater than 9.4 x 10 , the average w . 
Table 4. Data from the Texas Instruments Inc. 
2N2189 Data Sheet 
Parameter Test 
Conditions 
Minimum Average Maximum Units 
fe 
fb 
f = lKHz 
If = -J,5ma 
V C E = -9v 
Ip = -1.5ma 
V„^ = -9v 
Cc 
IF = 1.5ma 












VCB ' -9v 
IE = 0 
f = 1MHz 
1.6 2.5 pF 
ru'C b c 
V = -9v 
CB 
Ip = 1.5ma 
f = 31.9MHz 
90 125 psec 
At Ip = 0, the average value of C is 1.6pF and the maximum 
value is 2.5pF. C , is the capacitance measured between collector and 
base when the emitter is a small signal open circuit. At Ip = 0, C 
c c u ce eb 
equals C + C , + ^——r-7 .— where C , , C , and C , are header capaci 
c cb C +C , cbJ ceJ cb r 
ce eb 
tances including overlap diode capacitances. The 2N2189 is encapsulated in 
CceCeb 
a T0-58 case and has a (C + — — ) value of approximately ].05pF. 
ce eb 
Tlierefore maximum C equals about 1.45pF and average C equals about 
0.55pF. Since minimum C is not given, minimum C will have to be 
estimated. Such estimates must be based upon experience, the physical 
structure of the transistor, and consultation with the manufacturer. From 
such considerations, minimum C is assumed to bo 0.25pF. Therefore 
minimum C , is about 1.3pF and the range of C , has been specified 
ob OD r 
for I. = 0. For I„ > 0 and w « w , C , equals (C + C , + (l - a }C ) t E a ob c cb o ce 
or C , essentially equals (C + C ). Therefore for I_ = 1.5ma, the 
range of C is from about 1.25pF to about 2.45pF. 
It should be noted that C , was measured at the desired quiescent 
ob 
point V„n. If V„„ for the C , measurement is different from the desired r CB CB ob 
V„nJ then one must first calculate the range of C at the C measure-CB' c ob 
ment V„„ as above. Then the range of C at the desired V^„ is calcu-CB c CB 
lated from the power law variation of this capacitance with vpR« Finally 
the range of C at the desired V„„ is found by adding C , to the ^ ob CB 7 3 cb 
adjusted range of C values. 
It is seen that r • and r 'C appear in the expression for several of 
the parameters of the model. Maximum r, 'C is qiven as 125 picoseconds, 
b e " F ' . 
and average r ,'C is given as 9C picoseconds. The minimum value of r'C 
b c b e 
must also be estimated. A reasonable value for this type of transistor is 
about 15 picoseconds. The range of r 'C is now specified. This range in 
conjunction with the range of C is used to estimate the range of r '. 
K) 
Assuming low correlation between r ' and C , the maximum value of r *C 
b c ' b e 
occurs for maximum r ' and maximum C . There tore 
b c 
(r'C ) 
_ b c max. / .. ,̂  
r ' - — = (Al.l) 
b max C 
c max. 
Using the maximum values of r'C and C . maximum r ' is found to be 3 b c c' b 
about 90 ohms for the 2N2189. Likewise, it is seen that 
(r,'C ) . 
b C — ^ ^ (A1.2) 
b min C 
c min 
Using the minimum values of r *C and C , the minimum value of r ' is 
found to be about 60 ohms. 
Since f. ~ (l+m)f_ for a transistor with —^r- > u , m can 
fb f b e 
hfb 
be found by calculating (-7— - l). In Table 4 it is seen that only f_ 
T 
average is given. Therefore m average is found to be 0.365 and the mini-
mum and maximum values must be estimated. A reasonable range for m seems 
to be from about 0.34 to 0.39. 
Next the range of a and (l - a ) should be found. Since minimum 
^ o 0 
and maximum hf are given, this is easily accomplished because 
h, f e a = -—rr—. For maximum hc of 180, one calculates a maximum a of o 1 +hr fe ' o 
fe 
_o 
0.99443 and a minimum (l - a ) of 5.57 x 10 . For minimum hr of 60, 
o fe ' 
one calculates a minimum a of 0.9833 and a maximum (l - a ) of 1.67 x10 . 
o 0 
The parameter r ' equals kT/qI£ and at room temperature KT/q « .025. 
Assuming I£ equals 1.5 ma, r ' is approximately 16.65 ohms. Since normal 
room temperature will vary somewhat, assume that r ' is between 15 and 
17.5 ohms. 
For 1/r 'C » u , the frequency f , at which common-base h01 
rb 
is down 3db from its low frequency value, equals f . The average value 
of f, and hence f is given as 150 MHz. The minimum and maximum val-
hfb 
ues of f are not given. If one assumes that the ratio of average to 
nfb 
minimum f, to be approximately the same as the ratio of average to rnini-
hfb 
mum f , the minimum f is found to equal approximately 135 MHz. The 
maximum value of fx is not given, so maximum f is estimated to be about 
T a 
165 MHz. 
Using the above derived and estimated ranges, the parameter ranges 
of R, , RQ, and L can be found. Assuming fairly low correlation between 
r ' , a , and r,* ; then 
e ' o* b ' 
R, ~ r ' + (1 - a) , • r ' . (A1.3) 
1 min e m m o min b m m 
For the 2N2189 values minimum R is found to be about 15 ohms. Likewise 
R, ~ r ' + (1 - a ) • r ' (A1.4) 
1 max e max o max b max 
The maximum value of R, is found to be about 19 ohms. 
Examination of the R9 expression reveals that 
R0 ~ n (1 + m )r ' + a 50(r,'C ) u 2 max o max max b max o max b c max a max 
- r ' (A1.5) 
e min 
This value is found to be approximately 120 ohms for the 2N2189. Likewise 
it is seen that 
R0 ~ a . (1 + m . )r ' + a . 50(r u 'C ) , u 
2 mm o mm mm b mm o min b c min a mm 
- r • (A1.6) 
e max 
The minimum value of R9 is found to be 65 ohms. 
In similar fashion an examination of the L expression yields 
a (1 +m )r ' - r ' . 
L « _o_max max b max e_mm + n 5 0(r'C) (A1.7) 
max u . o max b c max 
a m m 
The value of maximum L is calculated to be about 1.4 x 10 henries. 
Similar Ly 
101 
a ( l +m . ) r ' . - r ' 
_ o m m m m b m m e max ..,./ , _ v 
L . ~ + a . bCKr, C ) . 
mm u) o m m b c m m 
a max 
( A 1 . 8 ) 
This value is found to be about 6.3 x 10 henries for the 2N2189. 
Now the parameter value ranges have been established. The uni-
lateral model with the ranges derived for the 2N2189 is given in Figure 
70. In the previous discussion it has been seen that usually only the 
maximum or the minimum value of most parameters, but not both, is given on 
the data sheet. One can obtain the missing value either through measure-
ments or from the manufacturer. This value can also be estimated from 
experience with the type of transistor structure and some knowledge of 
semiconductor physics. If the parameters in the unilateral common-base 
hybrid model have been derived using estimates, then one can allow for 
possible error by increasing the parameter value ranges by a certain 
amount. Using the slightly increased ranges, one then does a worst case 
design. 
65 to 120Q 
|1 .4 x 10" 7H 
Cob 
1.25pF to 2.5PF 
.9833 < OQ < .9944 0.34 < m <_0.39 2rr (1 .35) 1 08 < ua'<_ 2n (1 .65)10* 
Figure 70. Unilateral Common Base Hybrid Model 




The computer programs for the two combinations given in Chapter 
II for illustration purposes are presented in the following pages. It is 
to be noted that a variable R. appears in both programs that is not pres-
ent in the combination gain equations. This variable does not appear in the 
program equations but is merely entered as a variable and printed out. 
This is done to facilitate the investigation of the two combinations which 
are the same as the ones in Chapter III except that a resistance is placed 
in parallel with the tunnel diode. These combinations are discussed in 
Appendix III. One simply considers R in the programs to be the equiva-
lent negative resistance of the combination. Since the program is run at 
a given time for one value of peak current tunnel diode, the printout of 
R. tells one what resistance was combined with the tunnel diode in order 
to produce the value of R given in the program. Due to computer language 
rules, the network variable R' is called R. in the program for the series 
combination. Likewise R' is designated R and C is designated C in 
the program for the parallel combination. Both programs are written in 
extended Algol 60 computer language. 
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APPENDIX III 
SEVERAL OTHER MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF COMBINATIONS 
Four other combinations were investigated using the computer method 
Two of these are a very simple extension of the two combinations given 
in the dissertation for illustration purposes. These two combinations 
are the same as those discussed except that a resistance is placed in 
parallel with the tunnel diode as shown in Figure 71. Using model (d) 
> 
R4 (rs - R) 
R4 + rs - R R - x. 
C 
Figure 71. Parallel Combination of Tunnel Diode 
and Resistance. 
for the tunnel diode, the small signal model for the parallel combina-
tion is that given in the right half of the figure. These combinations 
ere investigated by using the same equations developed for the previous 
two combinations. One merely uses a different equivalent negative resis-
tance for the tunnel diode. 
The addition of a positive resistance R., greater than the R 
of the tunnel diode, produces a larger equivalent negative resistance. In 
going from one value o tunnel diode peak current to the next higher manu-
factured value, the average negative resistance decreases by a factor of 
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two to three. The parallel combination affords a method of realizing 
the values between the two average values of negative resistance. For a 
given type of transistor, some of its model element values may be such 
that maximum gain-bandwidth can only be achieved using this method. The 
main disadvantage of the method is that the sensitivity of equivalent 
negative resistance to R is increased. The absolute value of the deriva-
tion of the equivalent negative resistive resistance with R. equal to 
infinity is obviously unity. For finite R4 
2 
A . R 4 ( r s ; R ) 
dR R 4 + r s - R 
R 
'R„ + r - R) 4 s 
(A3.1) 
Since R. must be greater than (r - R) for the equivalent negative 
resistance to be greater than (r -R), this derivative must be greater 
s 
R3 - R3 
Figure 72. A Series Combination, 
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than unity. 
The third combination considered is given in Figure 72. Again the 
gain equations are written in terms of the transfer current gain from one 
dependent current source to the next. The current gain is in the form 
where 
lit! = K(l + es) 
1 • L u 2 a. A 3 j a + bs + cs + ds 
+ R.R.C , L 
3 4 ob 
N o r m a l i z a t i o n of e q u a t i o n (A3.2) i s a c c o m p l i s h e d by l e t t i n g 
R 2 
"7" - u L n 
(A3.2) 
a - R (R + R3 - R) (A3.3) 
b = (R} + R2 + R3 - R)L - R2RC(RX + R3) (A3.4) 
+ R 2 C o b t R 3 R 4 + ( R l " ^ ( R 3 + R 4 ^ 
c = -(Rn + R0 + R_)RLC -R0RCC , [ R J T + (A3.5) 
1 2 3 2 ob 3 4 
R 1 R 3 + R 1 R 4 ] + ( R l + R 2 -
R ^ R 3 + R 4 ) L C o b 
d = -[(R1 + R2)(R3 + R4) + R3R4] RLCCQb (A3.6) 
e - - RC (A3.7) 
K = R3R2 (A3.8) 
(A3.9) 
Kl 
RC = — (A3.10) 
u a 
C , = •— (A3.il) 
ob % 
Each coefficient of the denominator and K is also divided by R . The 
resulting equation for i..,/i. normalized with respect to u has the 
coefficients 
a = (R3 + R3 - R) (A3.12) 
b = {R1 + R2 + R3 - R) - K(RX + R3) (A3.13) 
c - -(Rj + R2 + R3)K1 - K1PLR3R4+R]_R3+R1R4] (A3.14) 
+ (R1 + R2 - R)(R3 + R4)P + R3R4P 
d = - K 1 P L ( R 1 + R 2 ) ( R 3 + R 4 ) + R 3 R 4 ] ( A 3 > 1 S ) 
e - -K1 (A3.16) 
K = R3 (A3.17) 
The previously discussed restrictions on the network variable ranges, 
definition of gain-bandwidth, and computer method are adequate to inves-
tigate the gain-bandwidth properties of this normalized gain equation. 
The fourth combination is given in Figure 73. The total gain can 
be written in terms of the transfer current gains i.,./i.. This trans-
fer current gain from one dependent source to the next is in the form 
z. K (1 + e s) / . _ , ,.. \ 
vA = ~~~ : 2'. 3 (A3-18) 
J J a + bs + cs + ds 
where 
a = (R3 - R) + R}' (A3.19) 
1 
R}' = R, + R}" 
-ms 
or.e
 U a 
^D ( - large a "G« 
1 + S/CJ 
a 
F i g u r e 7 3 . A P a r a l l e l C o m b i n a t i o n . 
b - -(R ' + R )RC + R ' C , (R - R) 
.1 o 1 ob 3 
+ ( R 1 , + R 2 + R 3 - R ^ RL" 
c = - ( V + R 2 + R 3 ) R ^ C - R l , R 3 R C C o b 
+ ( R l ' + R 2 ) R~ C o b ( R 3 " R ) 
A3 
(A3 
d = -(R ' + R )R R ~~ C C 
1 2 3 H„ ob 
(A' 
-R RC 
R — R 




To n o r m a l i z e g a i n e q u a t i o n (A3.38) one makes t h e f o l l o w i n g d e f i n i t i o n s . 
R2 
- p = u (A3.25) 
L a 
K3 
RC = — (A3.26) 
u 
a 
C' = — (A3.27) 
ob u 
a 
The resultinq equation for i.,,/1. normalized with respect to u has the 
J+l J a 
coefficients 
a = (R - R) + R^ (A3.28) 
b = -(R/+ R_)K, + R,1 (R. - R)P (A3.29) 
1 o 1 J. J 
+ (R^ + R2 + R3 - R) 
c = -(R1'+ R2 + R3)K1 + (R1 +R2)(R3~R)P (A3.30) 
+ R1R3K1P 
d - -(R + R )R K P (A3.31) 
R3K1 
e = R -R 
A3.32) 
The network variable range restrictions and computer method given 
in Chapter III are adequate to investigate the gain-bandwidth properties of 
the normalized gain equation. 
As previously discussed, the investigation of these four combina-
tions revealed that gain-bandwidth improvements over the current limit of 
an order of magnitude are possible. For all six combinations investigated 
by the author, a factor of ten improvement over the current limit was found 
to be possible for realistic values of the network variables. 
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